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Reviewers are advised to ignore The Rise of the New Normal Reich, or to review it as an assault on the fabric of democracy and truth. The book has no merit whatsoever and is just a bunch of disinformation that should never have been published, but which could not be censored outright due to current "free speech" protections. Despite these "constitutional restrictions," global corporations are doing everything within their power to protect readers from Hopkins' writing. Twitter is flagging Hopkins' tweets as "age-restricted adult content" in order to insinuate that he is some sort of pornographer. Facebook has restricted his account and suspended the accounts of people who share his posts. "That should give you a sense of how evil, and bad, and offensive to under-attack minority communities this so-called author's writing is," said an authoritative source in the legitimate publishing industry.

Hopkins has recruited a number of prominent anti-vaxxers, conspiracy theorists, Covid deniers, Putin-apologists, Strasserist infiltrators, Substack grifters, and other domestic violent extremist types, to say misleadingly positive things about his new book, among them:

"C. J. Hopkins is our modern Jeremiah. No other prophet has described the strategies or predicted the perils of the emerging totalitarianism with such persistence and eloquence." – Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.

"We'll look back on the Covid-19 period as one in which governments worldwide cynically stoked panic in search of draconian laws and speech controls. We made paranoia seem sane and asking, 'Why?" seem like insurrection. C. J. Hopkins was one of the only people in English willing to do the latter, and he did it with his trademark wit and bravado. He'll be remembered as a signature chronicler of the 'New Normal.'" – Matt Taibbi

"C. J. Hopkins' essays over the past two years represent some of the most searing (and therefore satisfying) chronicles of life in – and against – the locked-down, masked-up, triple vaxxed madhouse of New Normal insanity. They remind us of the twisted mandates we were forced to endure, and offer a stark warning of what GloboCap has in store next." – Max Blumenthal

"C. J. Hopkins writings are essential intelligence for navigating these times, not to mention maintaining our sense of amusement and preserving a human culture." – Catherine Austin Fitts

Book reviewers and respectable political and cultural journalists are warned not to believe these persons, and to simply go on with their lives as if this book were not available from most fine booksellers, which it is, or else to write Taylor-Lorenz-style investigative journalism articles exposing C. J. Hopkins as a disreputable, dissenison-sowing, Russian-backed, anti-vax conspiracy theorist, or whatever, which Consent Factory Publishing will be all too happy to assist them with, off the record.
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